
I . Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns (20%–30%): Exploratory analysis of data makes 
use of graphical and numerical techniques to study patterns and departures from patterns. Emphasis should be 
placed on interpreting information from graphical and numerical displays and summaries .  
A .  Constructing and interpreting graphical displays of distributions of univariate data (dotplot, stemplot, histogram, 
cumulative frequency plot)  

1 . Center and spread  
2 . Clusters and gaps  
3 . Outliers and other unusual features  
4 . Shape  

B . Summarizing distributions of univariate data  
1 . Measuring center: median, mean  
2 .  Measuring spread: range, interquartile range, standard  deviation  
3 .  Measuring position: quartiles, percentiles, standardized scores (z-scores)  
4 . Using boxplots  
5 . The effect of changing units on summary measures 

C .  Comparing distributions of univariate data (dotplots, back-to-back stemplots, parallel boxplots)  
1 .  Comparing center and spread: within group, between group variation  
2 . Comparing clusters and gaps  
3 . Comparing outliers and other unusual features  
4 . Comparing shapes  

D . Exploring bivariate data  
1 . Analyzing patterns in scatterplots  
2 . Correlation and linearity  
3 . Least-squares regression line  
4 . Residual plots, outliers and influential points  
5 .  Transformations to achieve linearity: logarithmic and  power transformations  

E . Exploring categorical data  
1 . Frequency tables and bar charts  
2 . Marginal and joint frequencies for two-way tables  
3 . Conditional relative frequencies and association  
4 .  Comparing distributions using bar charts 

 

  



Know how to compare distributions (Shape, center, spread)? Make sure you use comparative words (larger, wider, 

etc), (12, 3a; 11b, 1b; 10b, 1a; 08, 1a; 08b, 1a; 07, 1b; 06, 1a; 05, 1a;05b, 1a; 04b, 5a) 

As a part of the United States Department of Agriculture’s Super Dump cleanup efforts in the early 1990s, various sites in the 

country were targeted for cleanup. Three of the targeted sites—River X, River Y, and River Z—had become contaminated with 

pesticides because they were located near abandoned pesticide dump sites. Measurements of the concentration of aldrin (a 

commonly used pesticide) were taken at twenty randomly selected locations in each river near the dump sites. 

The boxplots shown below display the five-number summaries for the concentrations, in parts per million (ppm) of aldrin, for the 

twenty locations that were sampled in each of the three rivers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Compare the distributions of the concentration of aldrin among the three rivers. 

 When comparing distributions, you would need 3 things 

1) Talk about shape, center, and spread 

2) Use COMPARATIVE language for ALL THREE 

3) Put an answer in context 

We can see when looking at the two rivers that they all have different shapes.  River X is skewed right, River Y is 

approximately symmetric, and River z is skewed to the left.  River X has the largest median, while river Z has the smallest 

median.  River X also has the largest variability, while river Z has the smallest variability. 

Know how to create (including labels) and interpret a boxplot, including how to find the range, interquartile range, 

25th/75th quartile, and how to determine which way, if, it’s skewed (09b, 1a; 04, 1ab; 04b, 5a; 03, 1ab; M7, 29; M2, 14) 

The five number summary shows the…  

– Min, Q1, Med, Q3, Max 

A boxplot is a visual representation of a five number summary, and can be used to show/determine 

skewness. Outliers are marked with stars  
 

Looking at the graphs on the left, we could say that 75% of the observations from 

river X are greater than 4.8 ppm.   

We could also say that 50% of the observations from river X are greater than the 

largest measurement from river Z.  This is because the median of river X is higher 

than the maximum for river Z. 

  

 

Know how to make and interpret a stemplot or back to back stemplot, including labels and a legend, (13, 1; 10b, 1b; 07b, 1a; 

M7, 7).  Know how to describe a distribution (shape, center, spread) when looking at a stemplot, boxplot, dotplot, and other 



types of graphical representations of quantitative data.  What is a gap, and what are clusters? Remember to state where they 

are in the distribution and what that means in context of a problem, (10b, 1c;07b, 1c) 

The Better Business Council of a large city has concluded that students in the city’s schools are not learning enough about economics 

to function in the modern world. These findings were based on test results from a random sample of 20 twelfth-grade students who 

completed a 46-question multiple-choice test on basic economic concepts.  
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Use the stemplot to describe the main features of this score distribution. 

Normally, we would talk about shape center and spread.  This is a special case, where center and spread are replaced 

by the fact that there is a gap in the distribution.  If you say it is bimodal, that is enough to cover the shape, but you 

also need to note that it is bimodal with a gap.  You also should note where the data are. 

Answer: The distribution of grades is bimodal with a gap in the 20’s.  There are two clusters of students.  One group 

got between 8 and 29 questions correct, while the other got between 33 and 44 correct. 

Know how to create a dotplot, (08b, 1a) 

A certain state’s education commissioner released a new report card for all the public schools in that state. This report card provides a 

new tool for comparing schools across the state. One of the key measures that can be computed from the report card is the student-to-

teacher ratio, which is the number of students enrolled in a given school divided by the number of teachers at that school. The data 

below give the student-to-teacher ratios. 

Ratios in the 10 Schools with Highest Proportion of Students Meeting Standards 

7 21 18 22 9 16 12 17 17 16 

 

Ratios in the 10 Schools with Lowest Proportion of Students Meeting Standards 

14 16 18 20 12 14 16 12 20 19 

 

Dotplots are used when you have a small amount of data, and, like a stemplot, can display every piece of data collected 

(a) Display a dotplot for each group to compare the distribution of student-to-teacher ratios in the top 10 schools with the 

distribution in the bottom 10 schools. Comment on the similarities and differences between the two distributions. 

 

 

 

 

 

They both appear to be approximately symmetric and also appear to both have a median around 15 pupils per 

teacher.  The biggest difference appears to be that the schools with the highest proportion of students meeting 

standard have a larger variability in student-teacher ratios that those with the lowest proportion. 



Know how to read and interpret a cumulative frequency or cumulative relative frequency plot and interpret points 

and slope in context, (06b, 1; M2, 27) 

 

 

 

 

The figure above shows a cumulative relative frequency of 40 scores on a test given to an AP Statistics class.  Which of 

the following conclusions can be made from the graph. 

(A) There is greater variability in the lower 20 test scores than in the higher 20 test scores. 

(B) The median test score is less than 50. 

(C) Sixty percent of the students had test scores above 80. 

(D) If the passing score is 70, most students did not pass the test. 

(E) The horizontal nature of the graph for test scores of 60 and below indicates that those     scores occurred most 

frequently 

 

Cumulative plots show the numbers up to and including that number.  For example, about 55% of students 

scored 80 or less.  There were no students how scores in the 55-60 range, because there was not growth.  The 

group with the most number of students is the 85-90 group, because it has the largest jump (about 30% of the 

population).   

The answer to the above question would be A.  Since the median is around 80, about 50% of students scored 

above 80.  There is more variability in the bottom half, because the bottom 50% goes from 30 to 80, while the 

top 50% goes from 80 to 100.  Since 70 has a cumulative frequency of about 25%, that means that 75% passed, 

so D is not correct.  The horizontal nature below 60, means that there wasn’t any growth, removing E as an 

option. 

 

 

Know how to find the five number summary when looking at a histogram, (11b, 1a)  

 

A Five Number Summary consists of the minimum, maximum, medium, first and third 

quartiles. On this example histogram, the minimum is 1 and the maximum is 6.  From 

this graph, we can see that there were 11 observations.  The median (6th observation) 

would be 3, the first quartile (3rd observation) would be 2, and the third quartile (9th 

observation) would be 4. 

 

 

  



Know how skewness and symmetry affect the relationship between mean and median, (11b, 1c; 09, 6b; 09, 1c; 05, 

1d; 05b, 1b) 

A graph can be skewed left, skewed right or symmetric. 

When a graph has a right skew, the tail goes to the right. 

When the tail goes to the left, it is sad to have a left 

skew. When both sides are even, it is symmetric. The 

mean gets dragged in whichever direction the skew goes 

in. The median also is dragged in the direction of the tail, 

but not as far. When a distribution is symmetric, the median and the mean should be the same.  

 

Know what effect adding a constant has on the center and spread of a set of data. Know what multiplying a 

constant has on the center and spread of a set of data, (09b, 1b;09, 1b; M2, 7)  

 

 

The 5 number summary for this graph (FRQ from 2009B #1b) is 7, 18, 21, 25 and 32. If, say, all numbers has 2 

cents/gallon added to them, the 5 number summary would then be 9, 20, 23, 27, and 34. The median goes up by 2 but the 

range stays the same. If we doubled the price of gasoline, however, then the new 5 number summary is 14, 36, 42, 50, and 

64. The range is now 50, which is 2 times the original range.  

 

Adding or subtracting a constant changes the center (mean, median), but it does NOT change the spread (average,IQR) 

Multiplying or dividing a constant changes both the center and the spread. 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

Know what the standard deviation or overall spread of a distribution will look like for a set of data that is more 

consistent than a different set of data, (06,1b) 

In some data, the standard deviation of the set is greater than in other data. When data is further spread out, the standard 

deviation is greater. When the data is more consistent and close to the mean, the standard deviation is smaller. In the FRQ 

above, Catapult A has less consistent findings than catapult B, and so, has a greater standard deviation.  

 

Know how to interpret center in the context of a problem, (06, 1c) 

The center of the data can be interpreted as the mean, median, or mode, depending on the context of the problem. Median 

gives the number in the direct middle of the set, mode gives the number most often gotten, and mean is the average score 

of all the numbers. In the FRQ, the mean, median and mode of the data sets for Catapult B are all the same (the mean as 

138.6, median as 138, and mode as between 137 and 138) making all the numbers useful and accurate in determining 

where the center of the data is.  Sometimes center is not an appropriate number to use.  That would occur in a problem 

where the center lies in a gap, such as a bimodal graph where the average lies in between the two clusters.  In that case, 

average is not representative of anything “typical” about the data. 

 

Know what a median is, and what it represents in the context of a problem, (M7, 1)  

The median of a set of data is the number directly in the middle of the numbers. 50% of the data lies above the median, 

and 50% of the data lies below it. In the FRQ, the median is 138 because it is in the middle of all of the numbers given. 

 

 

 

  



Know how to interpret standard deviation in the context of a problem, (07, 1a)  

Standard deviation is the typical distance away from the average.  So, let’s say that a school has an average SAT Math 

score of 560 with a standard deviation of 60.  That means 

 Typically, students scored about 60 points away from the average of 560. 

    Or 

 The average deviation from 560 for students at this school was around 60 points. 

Know how to compare standard deviations when looking at two or graphical displays (If you have two histograms, 

know which one has a larger standard deviation), (M7, 15) 

The histograms below represent the distribution of five different data sets, each containing 28 integers, from 1 

through 7, inclusive.  The horizontal and vertical scales are the same for all graphs.  Which graph represents the 

data set with the largest standard deviation. 

 

(A) (B) (C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (D) (E) 

 
 

 

 

Standard deviation measures the typical distance from the average.  So, if we are trying to find the graph that 

has the largest distance from the average, graph D is the best choice.  D is the best, because it only has a few 

observations near the average, while most of the other observations are far away from the average. 

  



Chapter 3 

Can you plot a scatter plot?  What goes on the x-axis?  Y axis? Don’t forget to label. 

The explanatory variable always goes on the x-axis.  You also want to make sure you keep your scale consistent 

(on graph paper if one box is 5 inches, that should be the same all the way along that axis).  Always label your 

axes. 

Know how to describe a scatterplot (direction, strength, linear/nonlinear). 

 Direction: Positive, negative, or no association 

 Form: Linear or non linear 

Know how to graph a least squares regression line on a x and y plane. 

The best suggestion would be to plug in two x values and find two different points.  Those points form your line.  

It would probably be best two pick two points that are within the domain of the data (do not extrapolate) 

Know what happens to the slope of a LSRL if new data points are added. 

A LSRL will always be pulled towards a new point.  If that point is an outlier, it could drastically change the slope.  

If that point is very near the line, the slope will probably not be greatly affected. 

Know what happens to the correlation of a set of data if new data points are added. 

 If the point is an outlier, that makes your data become less linear.  This would pull your correlation closer to 0. 

If the point falls on or very near your LSRL, that makes your data become more linear.  This would pull your 

correlation towards 1 or -1 depending on the slope of your LSRL. 

Know that you need a scattered residual plot to prove that something is linear (correlation does not prove linearity). 

Even if r = 0.999999, that doesn’t mean that the data is linear.  In order for data to be considered linear, the 

residual plot needs to be scattered.   The residual plot on the left implies that the data is linear.  The residual 

plot on the right implies that the data is nonlinear 

 

Know how correlation relates to the slope of a LSRL. 

 𝑏 = 𝑟 ∙
𝑠𝑦

𝑠𝑥
.  If you have a correlation close to 0, your slope will be closer to 0. 

  

 



Chapter 3 (Continued) 

Windmills generate electricity by transferring energy from wind to a turbine. A study was conducted to examine the 

relationship between wind velocity in miles per hour (mph) and electricity production in amperes for one particular 

windmill. For the windmill, measurements were taken on twenty-five randomly selected days, and the computer output for 

the regression analysis for predicting electricity production based on wind velocity is given below. The regression model 

assumptions were checked and determined to be reasonable over the interval of wind speeds represented in the data, 

which were from 10 miles per hour to 40 miles per hour. 

 

 
 

Know how to get the equation of a LSRL from a Minitab printout and how to make it context specific. 

 Predicted amperes = 0.137 + 0.240(wind velocity) 

Note: If you just write y and x, you will not get full credit.  Fill in x and y with their context.  You must also note 

that amperes are predicted by writing predicted or putting a ^ on top of it. 

Know how to interpret the slope of a LSRL in the context of a problem. 

 For each 1 increase in       x      , the predicted       y      increases/decreases by b (slope) 

For each increase of 1 mph in wind velocity, the predicted production or electricity in amperes increases by 

0.240 

Know how to interpret the y-intercept of a LSRL in the context of a problem 

 When      x    is 0, the predicted value of      y      is a 

 If there was no wind, the predicted amount of electricity produced would be 0.137 amperes 

Know what a residual is, how to calculate it given data points and a LSRL, and know how to interpret it contextually.  

With that you should know how to find an expected number for a LSRL if you are given an x-value (plug it in). 

 A residual measures how far above or below the LSRL an observed point lies. 

 Let’s pretend that on a day that the wind blew 10 miles per hour that 2.5 amperes of electricity was produced. 

 
  �̂�(10) = 0.137 + 0.240(10) = 0.137 + 2.400 = 2.537 
  We predict 2.537 amperes, but we only observed 2.5 amperes 
 
  Residual = 2.5 – 2.537 = -0.037 
 
  A residual of -0.037 means that our observation fell 0.037 amperes below what was predicted 
 
Know that the s in the bottom left of a Minitab is the standard deviation of the residuals, or typical distance each 

observation is from the LSRL, and know how to interpret that in the context of a problem. 

S = 0.237 is the standard deviation of the residuals.  The typical observed ampere production is 0.237 away from 
the predicted amount of ampere production 



Chapter 3 (Continued) 

Windmills generate electricity by transferring energy from wind to a turbine. A study was conducted to examine the 

relationship between wind velocity in miles per hour (mph) and electricity production in amperes for one particular 

windmill. For the windmill, measurements were taken on twenty-five randomly selected days, and the computer output for 

the regression analysis for predicting electricity production based on wind velocity is given below. The regression model 

assumptions were checked and determined to be reasonable over the interval of wind speeds represented in the data, 

which were from 10 miles per hour to 40 miles per hour. 

 

 
 
Know what r-sq (coefficient of determination) is and how to interpret it in the context of the problem 

 ____% of the variability in     y     can be explained by x 

 𝑟2 = 0.873.  DO NOT use R-Sq (Adj).   

 87.3% of the variation in electricity production can be explained by its linear relationship with wind velocity 

Know what extrapolation is and when it is and is not appropriate. 

It would not be appropriate to predict the electrical output if the wind is 0 mph or 50 mph, because we only 

collected data between 10 and 40 mph.  We can only make predictions between 10 and 40. 

Know what happens to correlation if you change the units of measurement (Change weight from lbs to kgs). 

In this case r = +√0.873 = 0.934.  We know that it is positive because the slope of the LSRL is positive.  If you 

collected the same data, but instead measured data in kilometers per hour, the correlation would still be 0.934.  

Since correlation is based on z-scores, even if you change the units (mph to kph), the relative variability remains 

the same 

  



Chapter 3 Multiple Choice 

1) A teacher raised each student’s grade by 10 points on an algebra exam.  Which of the following describes the 

correlation between students’ original grades and their adjusted grades. 

a. Slightly negative 

b. Slightly positive 

c. Close to 0 

d. -1 

e. 1 

 

2) The equation of the LSRL for a set of points in a scatterplot is given by �̂� = 2.2 + 0.81𝑥.  The point (5, 7) is one 

point on this scatterplot.  Which of the following is the residual for the point (5, 7)? 

a. 0.71 

b. 0.75 

c. 4.05 

d. 6.25 

e. 7.87 

 

3) The correlation between height and weight among men between the ages of 18 and 70 in US is approximately 

0.42.  Which of the following conclusions does NOT follow from the data. 

a. Taller men tend to be heavier 

b. Changing the units of weight and height would still yield the same correlation 

c. Heavier men tend to be taller 

d. If a man in this group changes his diet and gains ten pounds, he is likely to get taller 

e. There is a mediocre association between a man’s height and weight 

 

4) The point (x, y) on a scatterplot form an ellipse.  As the ellipse becomes thinner (points pulled toward the major 

axis), what can be concluded about the correlation r between the variables x and y? 

a. R decreases in absolute value 

b. R increases in absolute value 

c. R remains constant 

d. The value of r changes sign 

e. No conclusion can be drawn 

 

5) The correlation r between the magnitude of an earthquake and the depth below the surface of the earth at 

which the quake occurs has been determined experimentally to be about 0.51.  Suppose that we use the 

magnitude of the earthquake (x) to predict the depth below the surface (y) at which the quake occurs.  It has 

been shown that the data has a linear relationship.  We can infer that 

a. The LSRL of y on x has a slope equal to 0.51 

b. The fraction of the variation in depths explained by the LSRL of y on x is 0.26 

c. About 51% of the time, the magnitude of an earthquake will accurately predict the depth at which the 

earthquake occurs 

d. The numerical value of the depth is usually 51% of the numerical value of the earthquake 

e. 26% of the data values lie on the LSRL 

  



6) Using computer software and data for the years 1990-1998, a least-squares regression line was 

computed to predict the median age of women (y) given the median age of men (x) at first marriage. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The regression equation is     Women = –1.04 + 0.960Men 

 

The percent variation of y that is explained by the least-squares regression of y on x is: 

     A.)  0.04                    B.)  0.08                    C.)  0.62                    D.)  0.79                    E.)  0.96 

 

7) Which of the following statements related to residuals is true? 

I. The mean of the LSRL residuals is always 0 

II. If one tries to fit a linear model to bivariate data, a curved pattern in a residual plot shows that the 

relationship between two variables is not linear 

III. A residual plot can be a scatterplot of the regression residuals against the explanatory variable 

a. I only 

b. II only 

c. III only 

d. II and III only 

e. I, II, and III 

 

8) A regression line includes the point (2, 14) and has the equation �̂� = 𝑚𝑥 + 4.  If �̅�  𝑎𝑛𝑑   �̅� are the sample 

means of the x and y values, then �̅� = 

a. �̅� + 4 

b. 5�̅� + 4   

c. �̅�   

d. �̅� − 1/7   

e. �̅� − 2 

  

  

 

Variable N Mean Median TrMean StDev SE Mean 

Men 9 26.622 26.700 26.622 0.307 0.102 

Women 9 24.522 24.500 24.522 0.373 0.124 

 



9) Which of the following statements is true 

a. Values of r near 0 indicate a strong linear relationship 

b. Changing the measurements units of x and y may affect the correlation between x and y. 

c. Strong correlation means that there is a definite cause and effect relationship between x and y 

d.  Correlations changes when the x and y variables are reversed 

e. The correlation can be strongly affected by a few outying observation 

 

10) Data are obtained from a group of high school seniors comparing age and the number of hours spent on the 

telephone.  The resulting regression equation is 

Predicted hours = 0.123(age) + 2.57        and      r = 0.866 

 What percent of the variation in the number of hours spent on the telephone can be explained by the LSRL? 

a. 0.75% 

b. 0.866% 

c. 75% 

d. 86.6% 

e. This value cannot be determined 

 

11) Which of the following statements are true about the correlations? 

 
 A.)  𝑟1 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟3 

            B.)  𝑟1 < 𝑟3 < 𝑟2 

            C.)  𝑟2 < 𝑟3 < 𝑟1 

            D.)  𝑟2 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟3 

             E.)  𝑟3 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟1 

12) A researcher wishes to examine the relationship between years of schooling completed and the number of 

pregnancies in young women.  Her research discovers a linear relationship, and a least squares fit of her data results in 

   �̂� = 6.4 − 0.12𝑥 

Where x is the number of years completed in school and y is the number of pregnancies.  What is the estimated change 

in the number of pregnancies that corresponds to the completion of an additional 10 years of school? 

a. A decrease of 5.2 

b. An increase of 7.6 

c. A decrease of 7.6 

d. An increase of 1.2 

e. A decrease of 1.2 

 

  



Chapter 3 Multiple Choice Solutions 

1) E.  Obviosly there is a positive relationship.  If you got a high schore on the test, if you increase it by 10, you will 

still have a high score.  Since the data follows exactly the equation y = x + 10, the data is perfectly linear, making 

the correlation exactly 1. 

 

2) B.  Observed – Expected = 7   -    �̂�(5) = 7  -   6.25 = 0.75 

 

 

3) D.  Both A and C are true because the slope is positive (we know this because correlation is positive).  B is true 

because changing units does not change the relative relationship between the data.  E is true because the 

correlation is 0.42.  D is false. 

 

4) B.  Imagine an ellipse that is formed around the equation y = -3x + 4.  As the ellipse is getting thinner, all of the 

data points are being drawn towards the line.  As the data is being pulled towards the line, the data is appearing 

more linear, making our correlation get closer to -1, thus increasing the absolute value of r. 

 

 

5) B.  Both C and D are false, because correlation is not a percent.  A is false because 𝑏 = 𝑟 ∙
𝑠𝑦

𝑠𝑥
.  There is a 

relationship between r and slope, but they are not necessarily equal.  R squared explains the amount of 

variability.  It does not explain how many points are correct, as is implied in e. 

 

6) C.  First you must realize that this is not a usual minitab printout.  This give the summative data for each 

variable, not the summative data of the line.  Using our packet, we know that 𝑏 = 𝑟 ∙
𝑠𝑦

𝑠𝑥
.  This means that 

0.960 = 𝑟 ∙
.373

.307
.  This makes r = 0.79013. So, 𝑟2 = 0.624 

 

 

7) E.  Since the residuals have to add to 0, the average will also be 0.  If data were linear, the residual plot would be 

scattered.  Statement III is essentially the definition of a residual plot 

 

8) B.  On every least squares regression line (�̅�, �̅�) must be on the line.  So, plugging in the points, we get  

14 = m(2) + 4.  This gives us a slope of 5.   

 

9) E.  Obviously a is false.  B is false because if you change units, that will not change the relationship.  Whether you 

measure Mr. Merlo’s age in days or years, he is still older than you.  Strong correlation is good evidence of cause 

and effect, but only a hypothesis test or other inference procedure can produce cause and affect.  D is false, 

because no matter which variable is x, the relationship will still be the same.   

 

10) C.  If r = 0.866, then 𝑟2 = 0.749956.  So, 75% of the variation in y can be explained by x. 

 

 

11) D.  The third scatterplot has a correlation of r = 1 because it is positive and perfectly linear.  The second 

scatterplot has a correlation of r = 0, because its slope is 0.  The first would have  a slope somewhere between 0 

and 1. 

 
12) E.  If the slope of the equation is 0.12, that means that as school goes up by a year, the number of births decreases by 0.12 

because the slope is negative 0.12.  That means that if school goes up by 10 years, pregnancies will decrease by 1.2  



Chapter 15 

Windmills generate electricity by transferring energy from wind to a turbine. A study was conducted to examine the 

relationship between wind velocity in miles per hour (mph) and electricity production in amperes for one particular 

windmill. For the windmill, measurements were taken on twenty-five randomly selected days, and the computer output for 

the regression analysis for predicting electricity production based on wind velocity is given below. The regression model 

assumptions were checked and determined to be reasonable over the interval of wind speeds represented in the data, 

which were from 10 miles per hour to 40 miles per hour. 

 

 
 
Know how to write a null and alternative hypothesis for testing slope and when this is an appropriate test.  Know what the t score 

and P-value on the Minitab printout are the results of.   Know how to find a t-statistic, degrees of freedom (n-2), and P-value for a 

test on slope. 

 The row containing the wind velocity statistics displays the results of the hypothesis test 

   𝐻0: 𝛽 = 0,     𝐻𝑎 : 𝛽 ≠ 0 

𝑡 =
0.240−0

0.019
= 12.63, means that our estimated slope (0.240) is 12.63 standard deviations above a slope β = 0  

With a t statistic of 12.63 and df = n – 2 = 25 – 2 = 23, we would get a P-value close to 0.000 

Know how to draw a conclusion from a p-value for a test on slope. 

We reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative at the 1% significance level, because our p-value of 0.000 < 0.01.  

There is significant evidence that β ≠ 0 and there is a relationship between the wind velocity and the amperes produced 

Know how to calculate a confidence interval for a slope when given a Minitab printout. 

 CI = Statistic ± (Critical Value)(Standard Deviation) 

 95% confidence interval             CI = 0.240 ± (2.069)(0.019)         Note: 2.069 comes from df = 23 because n = 25 

                CI = (0.200689, 0.279311) 

We are 95% confident that the slope of the true least squares regression line comparing wind velocity and electricity output 

is between 0.200689 and 0.279311 

Know what it means if 0 is a possibility in a confidence interval or if you fail to reject the test againt B = 0. 

Since β = 0 in not in our interval, we are confident that our relationship does have a slope that is not 0.  This implies that 

there is a relationship, between the data.  In other words, electricity output is dependent on wind speed.  If β = 0, then 

there is no relationship between the variable.  They are independent. 

Know that the SE in a Minitab printout is the standard error of the slope, and know how to interpret that in the context of a 

problem. 

The standard error of the estimated slope parameter is 0.019 amperes per mph. Thus, the standard deviation of the estimated 

slope for predicting the amount of electricity based on wind speed is estimated to be 0.019 amperes per mph.  This value 

estimates the variability in the sampling distribution of the estimated slope (i.e., how much we would expect sample slopes to 

vary from experiment to experiment). 


